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Introducing artist I-Chun Jenkins

We are excited to introduce artist I-Chun Jenkins to Gallery Lulo. I-Chun meticously creates works of art

using recycled magazines as her source and material. Her artworks are vibrant, intricate, unique and

display  her love of textiles and her educational background as a weaver.

 

"An honors graduate in Textile Design from the New Brunswick College of Craft and Design in 1994, she
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began her career in the fibre arts weaving scarves and shawls using yarn that she dyed in the traditional

Japanese wrap dyeing technique known as IKAT. Pieces that she created using this technique ensured

that no two creations were identical."

" I-Chun was never one to follow tradition nor wanted to duplicate any piece of work so she looked at

working with non-traditional weaving material and ways to create one of kind pieces of art. Her love of

magazines, nature and protecting the environment lead her to an artist’s logical conclusion. She decided

to reuse the magazines by using the pages as her material source for her weaving and art work. Pages

are meticulously cut, sliced, weaved, crocheted or folded together to create a very unique piece of art, a

one of a kind piece of art work."

I-Chun Jenkins’s work is available in galleries in Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick

Canada and Los Angeles USA. She currently lives and works in New Brunswick, Canada.
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We are delighted to be showing a series of smaller works , specifically made for Gallery Lulo, by I-Chun

Jenkins. We looks forward to future collaborations and following the development of artworks she creates

for the public and private commissions.

Visit our website to view and purchase the available works here.
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The gallery is open Monday through Friday 11-5pm and Saturday and Sunday 11-6pm. For more
information please contact the gallery at tlf. 707 433 7533 or email info@gallerylulo.com. Visit
our website to view and read more about the artist.
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